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摘要 
S維歐氏空間中的自仿射集，是一個內部非空的緊集厂而且滿足： 
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A self-affine tile in R® is a compact subset T with non-empty interior, such that 
AT = [j{T + dil 
i=l 
where A £ Ms{M.) is an expanding matrix with |det(yl)| = q, D — {di,... , dq} C 
R^ is a digit set. A self-affine tile will always give tilings of R^ by translations. 
This thesis will talk about the structure of tiling sets; classification of digit sets; 
criterion to check the connectedness of self-affine set; criterion to check the disk-
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Chapter 0 
Introduction 
A self-affine tile in W is a compact subset T with non-empty interior, such that 
Q 
i=l 
where A G Ms(E) is an expanding matrix with |det(�| 二 q and D = {di, • • - ,dg} C 
W a digit set. Recently, the class of self-affine tiles attracts a lot of attention in 
connection with fractal geometry, number systems and wavelet analysis. 
1. Fractal Geometry: The boundary of a self-affine tile is a fractal set [LX], we 
are interested in its exotic structure and Haiisdorff dimension. 
2. Number System: The explicit form of self-affine set is 
oo 
i=i 
which is similar to one-dimensional radix expansion, such as binary and deci-
mal expansion. 
3. Wavelet Analysis: A dyadic orthonomal wavelet is a function ijj G with 
the property that the set 
{ 2 - ^ ( 2 ^ 0 ； - I) : J, I E Z } 
is an orthonormal basis of Z/^ (M). On > 1) we can construct orthonormal 
wavelet basis using self-affine tile T(A, D) with Lebesgue measure 1. If ip 
5 
6 
equals the inverse Fourier transform of Z[T{A, times the characteristic 
polynomial of D), then 
{\det{A)\-iiP(A^x - I ) : j eZ, I e Z'} 
form an orthonormal basis of L^(R^) [DLS . 
In Chapter 1 Section 1.1 and 1.2, we will construct self-affine tile in M .^ A 
self-affine tile will always give a tiling of W by translations, and the tiling set 
is not unique. In Section 1.3, we will consider some regular tiling sets and their 
relationship, e.g. lattice tiling set, periodic tiling set, quasi-periodic tiling set and 
self-replicating tiling set. Every lattice self-affine tile can be reduced to integral self-
affine tile, whose Lebesgue measure is also an integer. In Section 1.4, we will classify 
two classes of digit sets that generate integral self-affine tile: standard digit sets and 
non-standard digit sets. The former always gives integral self-affine tiles, but not all 
integral self-affine tiles arise from standard digit set, for example product-form digit 
sets are non-standard digit sets. On the other hand, when |det(A)| = q is a, prime, 
integral self-affine tiles basically come from standard digit sets. 
An interesting aspect of self-affine set is its connectedness. In Section 2.1，we 
will consider basic problems in this direction. The first one is to find a criterion 
to determine the connectedness of self-affine set, in [KL] Kirat and Lau gave an 
algebraic criterion called “height reducing property” of the characteristic polynomial 
of A to check the connectedness of T(A, D) generated by consecutive collinear digit 
set D = {0, I*, 2v, - • • , (q — 1)^;}, v e W \ {0}. The second problem is to find 
suitable digit set D such that attractor T{A, D) is connected. Using "height reducing 
property", consecutive collinear digit set always gives a connected self-affine set in 
R® (s < 4). A stronger version of connectedness is disk-likeness, which is based on 
self-affine tile rather than self-affine set, in [LL] Leung and Lau showed that in M^  
integral self-affine tile generated by consecutive collinear digit set D is disk-like if 
and only if 2\p\ < \q 2|, where f{x) = x"^ pxq is the characteristic polynomial 
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of A. We remark that all the above results only concern consecutive collinear digit 
set. Almost nothing is known on non-collinear digit sets or non-consecutive collinear 
digit sets. 
Most of literature discuss translational tile. In Chapter 3，we consider a class of 
tiles, which gives a tiling of W not only by translations but also by finite rotations 
and reflections. In Section 3.1，we present the construction of this kind of tiles, and 
it indeed can tile W. In Section 3.2, the Lebesgue measure of an integral tile is a 
rational number, it is different from integral self-affine tile, of which the Lebesgue 
measure is always an integer. So far not much is known about this class of tiles and 
more effort is needed for this aspect of research. 
Chapter 1 
Basics of self-afRne tiles 
In this chapter, we will consider some basic properties of self-affine sets and 
self-affine tiles. There are two main problems of particular interest to us: 
1. Given an expanding matrix A, how to classify digit set D, such that the pair 
{A, D) gives a self-affine tile. 
2. How to tile: A self-affine tile can tile the Euclidean space with different tiling 
sets, we are interested in the structure of these tiling sets. 
1.1 Self-afRne sets 
Let I • I denote the Euclidean metric and it will be used throughout the thesis. 
Let X be a closed subset in W, a mapping S : X X is called a contraction on 
X , if there is a constant 0 < r < 1, such that 
<r|a;-2/| (1.1) 
for all X, y in X, where r is called the contraction ratio. If equality holds in (1.1), S 
is called a similarity. 
Definition 1.1.1. Let be continuous maps on W, we call the family an iter-




In [H], Hutchinson proved the following existence and uniqueness theorem, which 
is fundamental in fractal geometry. 
Theorem 1.1.2. If {SiYi=i is a contractive IFS on M^ , then there exists a unique 
non-empty compact subset T C such that 
T = [jSi{T), 
T is called the attractor of the IFS. 
Let AC be the collection of non-empty compact subsets in 肥’ and a 6-parallel 
body of A G /C is defined as: 
As := {x e R® : - a| < (5 for some a G A}, 
we make /C a completed metric space by defining the Hausdorff metric 
dniA, B) •= inf{^ > 0 : A C B5 and B C As} 
for all A, B in JC. The main idea in proving Theorem 1.1.2 is : The set transformation 
Q 
^{E) := U Si{E) is a contraction in the completed metric space (/C, dn), by the 
i=l 
Contraction Principle (Theorem 9.1 in [F]), if the k-th iterate of 少 is given by 
for any E e JC, then 五）converges to T in the Hausdorff metric. In particular, 
if 电[E) C E, then T =门二 1 ^^{E). We can improve Theorem 1.1.2 slightly by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1.3. Let {Si}^^-^ be an IFS on M®； if they fulfill the following weak con-
tractivity condition, there are C > 0 and 0 < r < 1, such that 
\Si,o--.o Si,{x) - “ � … � ( 2 / ) I <C-r'-\x-y\ (1.2) 
for all k …,za； G {!,••• , q} and all x,y e W. Then there is a unique non-
q 
empty compact subset T C M ,^ such that T =龟(T) := |J Si{T). For any non-empty 
i=\ 
compact subset Bq, its n-th iterate ^^{Bq) converges to T in the Hausdorff metric. 
In particular, if ^{Bq) C Bq, then T =门二 1 ^"(Bq). 
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Proof. When k is large enough, {Si^o- • -oSi^ : 1 < ij < q} form a contractive IFS by 
(1.2). By Theorem 1.1.2’ its attractor T satisfies T = ^^{T) and converges 
to T in the Hausdorff metric as n tends to oo. Since = ^{^^(T)) = 
then T =少(T) by the uniqueness of the attractor of the above IFS. For each 
2 G {O,--- , / c - l } , 妒⑷ ( B o ) = 歪 n 妒、A))) also tends to T in the Hausdorff metric 
as n tends to oo, which implies converges to T in the Hausdorff metric as n 
tends to oo. • 
In the following, we will only consider the case that the contractions are affine 
transformations. Ms(M) (Ms(Z)) is a collection of s x s matrices with real (integral) 
entries. A G Ms(M) is called an expanding matrix, if all of its eigenvalues have 
moduli greater than 1. Since there exist some C > 0, 0 < r < 1 such that 
\A-'{x-y)\<C-r'-\x-y\ (1.3) 
for each k eN and for all x,y eR^ by Lemma 2.3 in [D]. By applying Lemma 1.1.3, 
we have the following important and basic theorem. 
Theorem 1.1.4. A G Ms(E) is an expanding matrix, D 二 {di,... ,dq} C M®, let 
Si{x) = + di) for i = l,'.. 
Then there is a unique non-empty compact subset T C E®, such that 
(J 
T = \ j A - \ T ^ d i ) . (1.4) 
i=l 
T is called a self-affine set, D is called a digit set. 
Remark 1.1.5. By the uniqueness and compactness ofT and (1-4), we can express 
T as: 
OO 
T{A, D) := T = A-^di. : di. e D}. (1.5) 
3=1 
This gives a higher-dimensional generalization of radix expansion mentioned in the 
introduction. Note that T may be obtained from infinitely many different pairs 
11 
{A, D), for example, for any n > 1, let 
Q 2 
^ n = 0 几 , D n = { j . � ’ j = 0 ， V . . ’ n - l } ， 
then T{An,Dn) = [ 0 , 1 ] x [0,1；. 
1.2 Self-affine tiles 
We first introduce some basic notations which will be used in the rest of the 
thesis. Let A be an expanding matrix in Ms(IR) and D C W. For any set E C 
we define the difference set 
A(E) :=E-E:={x-y: \/x,y G E}, 
OO 
DA,k :=D-\-AD + A^D + ' - - + A^-^D, DA,oo •= |J DA^ U-
OO OO 
A ( A D) := y A(DA’k) = \J(DA,k - � ) ， 
k=l k=l 
^E) := IJ A-\E-\-d). 
deD 
It is easy to show that A(A, D) = A{Da,oo) ii 0 E D. Let £ denote the Lebesgue 
measure, T�the interior of T, T the closure of T, dT = the boundary of T. 
We also let Br(x) be the closed ball with radius r and center x in W. 
Definition 1.2.1. For a subset T CW and a countable subset 1 C M ,^ we say T 
tiles W with % (orT + Hs a tiling ofW), if 
(i) T + T = + 0 = 
(a) £[(T + x) n ( T + 2/)] = 0 for distinct 
In this case, T is called a (translational) tile o/M®, X is called a (translational) tiling 
set of T. 
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In [LWl] Lagarias and Wang gave three equivalent statements of T°{A, D) • 0, 
which are used as necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure T[A, D) to be a tile 
(see Theorem 1.2.4). 
Theorem 1.2.2. (interior theorem) Let A G Ms(M) be an expanding matrix such 
that |det(A)| = q is an integer, D C W with cardinality q (^D = q), and 0 E D. 
Then the following four statements are equivalent: 
(i) ^{T) > 0; 
(ii) T � ^ 0; 
(in) T = T^ and Z{dT) = 0; 
(iv) For each k £ N, iD^^k = qS and Da,oo is uniformly discrete (that is, there 
exists 6 > 0, such that \x — y\ > 6 for any distinct x,y E Da,oo)-
In Chapter 3, we will give its proof for a more general setting. Here are some 
remarks for this theorem: 
(i) If £ ( r ) > 0, we have an important measure-disjoint property: For each A: G N, 
£[(T + c / )n(T + d')] - 0 (1.6) 
for any distinct d,d' G DA,k-
(ii) For tiles, we only consider the case: |det(A)| 二 J A because if ^D < |det(A)|, 
then £(T) = 0, it cannot tile with countably many translations of T; if ^D > 
det(^)|, there exists distinct i j such that £[(T + di)门（T + dj)] — 0. Hence 
det(A)| = is a necessary condition for £(T) > 0 and for (1.6) to hold. There is 
a large literature to study the case |det(A)| + (D. 
(iii) 0 e D is used to ensure DA,k ^ if not, assertions (i), (ii), (iii) in 
Theorem 1.2.2 are still equivalent, but not the statement (iv). When we study 
T{A, D), we can always reduce it to the case: 0 G A because 
oo 
D + x) = T(A, + ^ A-^x 
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by the explicit form of T(A, D) in (1.5). Moreover, 
oo 
[D + � = I J (DA’k + a； + Ac + . . . + A^'^x), 
k=l 
it is not a translation of Da,oo-
Definition 1.2.3. If a set of vectors {iii,. •. ,Vn\ ^ M®, and A = Ci巧:Q G 
Z}, then A is called a lattice in R ,^ and its rank is the dimension of the real vector 
space it spans. 
If self-affine set in Theorem 1.2.2 has the property T°{A,D) + 0, T{A, D) is 
called a self-affine tile. Its tiling set 1 is called a lattice tiling set if 1 is a (full-rank) 
lattice in W. If A(D) C A, where A is a ^-invariant (i.e. A(A) C A) and full-rank 
lattice in R®, then D) is called a lattice self-affine tile. The following tiling 
theorem will show why attractor T{A, D) with non-empty interior can be called a 
tile of IT. 
Theorem 1.2.4. (Tiling Theorem) Let A G Ms(M) be an expanding matrix, D is a 
digit set with ^ D = |det(^)| = q and T�+ 0. Then 
(i) there exists a set of translations 1 C D), such that T tiles W with 
(a) if A (A, D) is a lattice, then A(A, D) is a lattice tiling set for T. 
Since A (A, D) is countable union of finite sets, T is countable. The main idea 
to prove the above theorem is as follows: assume 0 G D, 
(i). If 0 G TO, A^T will tile M^  as k tends to oo. We take X = Da,oo Q A(A, D). 
If 0 € dT, A^T may only expand T in some directions but not to the whole W. But 
we can find d* e DA,k for some large k, let D' = Da^u _ d*, such that 0 G D') 
and 
oo oo 
T{A\ D') = DA,k) - A-^^dT = T{A, D) - ^ A'^^d*. 
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D') tiles W with tiling set X' = D'^k,�,then T(A, D) tiles IT with tiling set 
T' - Furthermore, T{A, D) also tiles W with tiling set = � Q 
A{A,D) (see Example 1.2.5). 
(ii). If A (A, D) is a lattice, then for distinct f, f G A (A, D), we have f — f' e 
A(A, D), there exist n and distinct d, d' G DA,n^ such that f — f = d — d!. By (1.6) 
£[(T + / ) n (T + / ' ) ] = £[(T + d) n (T + d')] = 0. 
However there exists a tiling set 1 C A(A, D) by Part 1 above, hence T = A(A, D). 
Example 1.2.5. 
[ 2 0 1 J o ] r i i r o i [ 1 ] 
Then T = [0,1] x [0’1]’0 G dT, A^T = [0,2^] x [0,2^ will only cover the first 
quadrant as k tends to oo. 
DA,2 = { : I ’ J = 0,1,2,3}， 
'2 - i let d* = E DA,2, and D' := DA,2 - d* = { • ： i j = - 2 , -1 ,0 ,1 } , then 
_ 2 � ’ ’ L � 
T042,iy) = [0,l]x[0,l]— [ 1 . 
. 3 . 
Since 0 G T^A^^D'), then = � will be a tiling set ofT\A\D'). Hence 
, 「-“ 
T 二 [0’ 1] X [0，1] will tile with a tiling set 1 = - | , and it will also tile 
, L 3 J 
with a tiling set 1. 
When A G MS{Z),D C Z � l e t Z[A, D] be the smallest ^-invariant lattice con-
taining A(D), then 
Z[A,L>] =Z[A(D) , AA(D), A2A(D),--.]. 
Since 
A'A(D) = Z[A(D), AA(D), A^A(D),---，A'-^A(D)], 
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the Harmilton- Cayley Theorem implies that 
s - l 
Z[A,D] = { ^ C I A ^ A ( D ) : CI G Z } . 
i = 0 
Also since A{D) C A(A, D) and D)) C A{A, D). It follows that A(A, D) C 
Z[A, D]. Hence A(A, D) is a lattice if and only if A{A, D) = D]. Therefore we 
have the following corollary by Theorem 1.2.4 (ii): 
Corollary 1.2.6. A self-affine tile has a lattice tiling set D] if and only if 
A(A, D) = ZlA, D . 
1.3 Structure of tiling sets 
There are many different tiling sets for a self-affine tile and it is natural to 
investigate their structures. 
We say X is a periodic tiling set if there is an independent set L = {li, • • • , Is} C 
R®, such that for each z, T + C T； it is a j/s-periodic tiling set if L contains only 
j linearly independent vectors; in particular, a 0/s-periodic tiling set is called an 
aperiodic tiling set. Periodic tiling set has simple structure, it is easy to show that 
a (full-rank) lattice tiling set is a periodic tiling set, but the converse is not true, we 
have the following relationship: 
Theorem 1.3.1. A periodic tiling set is the union of finite cosets of a full-rank 
lattice A. 
Proof. For a periodic tiling set X, there is an independent set L = {/i, • • • ’ Is} Q：肢〜 
such that X + /j C 1, and A = Cik : q G Z } is a full-rank lattice. Since 
1 + /j C 1 is still a tiling set, T 士 二 Therefore T + w = T for any w G A, 
which implies T + A = X. Since T is countable, we can assume X = {xi, X2r " }? 
then 1 二 USi (A + One the one hand, A + rci and A + Xj are either the same set 
or disjoint; on the other hand, % is uniformly discrete by Theorem 1.2.2 (iv), hence 
there are finite Xj, z = 1, • • • ,n such that T = Ur=i(A + 工i). 口 
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It is clear that not all tiling sets are regular like lattice tiling set and periodic 
tiling set. Next we will introduce two other classes of tiling sets: self-replicating 
tiling set and quasi-periodic tiling set. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let B G Ms(M) be an expanding matrix, a tiling set T is called 
self-replicating with B, if for each ^ G 1, there exists a finite subset J{t) C X, such 
that B{T + t) = T + J{t). 1 is called atomic, if Co = {t e % : 0 e T1} contains 
just one point, and non-atomic otherwise. , 
Lemma 1.3.3. 0 £ is a self-replicating tiling set of T with matrix B = A if 
and only if A% D = 
Proof. The sufficiency is simple, and in fact we only need D + A1 C X. For the 
necessity, since for any t G 1, there is a finite subset J{t) C T, such that A(T-\-t)= 
T +J( t ) , that is, T-\-J{t) = ATAt = T i-D ^ At, both sides of which are disjoint 
union of translations of T, then D At = J[t), which implies D + AT C X. In fact, 
D + A^I is also a tiling set of T, hence AT + D = T. • 
Theorem 1.3.4. If Q e D, D) is a self-affine tile, then it has an atomic self-
replicating tiling set with matrix B = A^ for some /c G N. 
Proof. We divide the proof into two cases. 
(i) If 0 G V\ since ADa,oo D = Da’oo, then 1 = Da,oo is an atomic self-
replicating tiling set with matrix B = Ahy Lemma 1.3.3. 
(ii) If 0 e (9T, following the proof of 1(b) in Theorem 1.2.4, 0 6 D') 
implies D') has a tiling set X' = D'^k � which is atomic and self-replicating 
with matrix A'^ by the proof (i) above. Hence for any t' G there exists finite 
subset J{t') C l ' such that 
D') + t] = T{A\ D') + J{t). 
Since T = — Yl^i then for any t e % there exists a unique t' G l ' such 
that t' =t + A-计cf. If we denote J(t) = J(t') - J2T=i 乂一计#，then J(t) is a 
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finite subset contained in T. Since D') = T{A, D) - 二丄 then 
OO OO 
D)-\-t]= L>) - ^ A—仲 tf + ^ A'^^d*] 
3=1 j=l 
= T{A\D') + J{t) 
OO 
= A - ^ ^ d * + J{t) 
j=i 
= T{A, D) + Jit). 
Note that T(A, D)+t = T{A\ D') + A—M* + 亡 = D ' ) + t\ l" is atomic 
implies T is atomic. • 
A local arrangement of radius r in a tiling set T is a set 
Qrix) : = T n B “ a ; ) 
for some x G M®. Two local arrangements of radius r are called equivalent if they 
coincide with each other by a translation. 
Definition 1.3.5. A tiling set 1 is called quasi-periodic if the following two condi-
tions hold: 
(i) local isomorphism property: For every local arrangement C there 
exists > 0 such that every ball in R® with radius R contains a translation of 
(ii) local finiteness property : For each r > 0, there are only finitely many kinds 
of local arrangements which are not equivalent to each other. 
Example 1.3.6. We will give a tiling set, which is non-periodic but quasi-periodic. 
For 
[ 2 0 1 J O I r 11 [ 0 1 [ 1 ] 
_0 2 ’ 、 0 ' 0 ' 1 _ ' _ 1 
the self-affine set T{A, D) is a self-affine tile. On the one hand, in [LWl], Lag arias 
and Wang proved all self-replicating tilings using this tile have matrix B = A^ for 
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some A; G N, and all self-replicating tilings using D) are non-periodic. On the 
other hand, the rigidity theorem tells us there exists a tiling set, which is atomic， 
quasi-periodic and self-replicating with B = A^. 
Local isomorphism means the local structure of a tiling set appear everywhere; 
Local finiteness means that there are finitely many kinds of local structure. It is 
easy to show that a periodic tiling set is quasi-periodic. There is no general inclusion 
relation between self-replicating tiling set and quasi-periodic tiling set, the following 
example shows that a self-replicating tiling set may not be quasi-periodic; moreover, 




I . I, V I '丨• '1 ' I .丨’V ''丨• V I '丨‘ V I . 1' 'I ' I ' 1' '1 , I X 
- 3 - 2 - 1 1 2 3 4 
Figure 1.1: Example 1.3.7 
Example 1.3.7. 
0 ] D = [ 1 ] [ 0 ] [ 1 ] } 
[ 0 2 j， - ] 0 j ， L 0 j , | _ l _ | ， [ ^ [ . 
Then T{A, D) — [0,1] x [0，1], obviously I? is a tiling set, but we consider another 
tiling set 
r 9 1 r 1 1 777 ±. /YY) _ « ! = { 3 : m G Z , n G Z + U { 0 } } U { 3 :meZ，72eZ—}, � n I jj I ^ J 
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• _ 2 1 r _ 1 -
(see Figure 1.1)，Co = { ^ ， ~f }. Let B = A^, then 
U — 1 
B(T{AD)^ ) = 4T(A, D) + - i 
- . - | 厂 2 -
= T{A,D)^{ ；. + ~3 = —2,—1,0，1, j = 0，l’2’3}, 
B{T{A,D)+ )=4T(A，D)+ 二 I 
= T{A,D) + {\ ) "I + [ 二 i "I : i = —l’0，l,2’ j = —3，-2’-l,0}. 
Since 
m — - 1 「 — § 1 「 d m 
B(T(A,D)+ 爪 ) = 4T(A,D)+ Q3 + : ’ 
777 _ — 1 r ———1 r dm 
5 m A D) + 广 n 3 j ) = 4T(A + [ 4( 二 1) _， 
then T is non-atomic and self-replicating. It is not locally isomorphic, because the 
tiles touching x-axis have different local neighborhoods with the tiles not touching the 
x-axis. Hence it is not quasi-periodic. 
We have the following rigidity theorem, which tells us the relationship between 
a lattice self-affine tile and a quasi-periodic self-replicating tiling set. 
Theorem 1.3.8. (Rigidity Theorem) Assume A G Ms(]R) is an expanding matrix, 
Oe DCW with iD = |det(A). 
(i) IfT(A, D) is a lattice self-affine tile ofW, then there is a tiling set T, which 
is atomic, quasi-periodic，self-replicating with matrix B = A^ for some /c G N. 
(ii) If T(A, D) gives a quasi-periodic, self-replicating tiling of M^  for A, then T 
is a lattice self-affine tile. 
Proof, (i) Prom Theorem 1.3.4, we know T := T{A, D) gives an atomic self-replicating 
tiling set X of R® with matrix B = A^ for some k eN. Next we will show T is also 
quasi-periodic by following the proof of (ii) in Theorem 1.3.4. 
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Local finiteness property: Since T is a lattice self-affine tile, then there is a full-
rank lattice A, such that A{A) C A,0 G D C A{D) C A. Since D' = Da^u - d* C 
A ( A D) C A, then = D ; ， � = � ^ A. Hence 
OO OO 
j=i j=i 
that is, X is contained in a translation of a lattice. Therefore it must have only 
finitely many kinds of local arrangements, which are not equivalent to each other. 
Local isomorphism property: Since X is just a translation of then it suffices 
to show is locally isomorphic. For any local arrangement Q of it must be 
a finite subset, because T^  = D'^ ^ 沈 is uniformly discrete. Therefore we can find 
j large enough, such that + Q C T* := Since T{A\D') 
tiles W with a tiling set then T* tiles M^  with a tiling set T* 二 A 幻 C 
For any x G there exists R > 0, such that at least one T* + T C BR{X), where 
r G T* c Hence D ' ) + CT* + t* C BR{X), which implies this local 
arrangement will show elsewhere in M®. • 
Remark 1.3.9. Part (ii) of the above theorem is proved by Kenyan [K], its proof is 
very complicated and has a gap, we omit it here. 
1.4 Integral self-affine tiles 
In this section, we always assume A G Ms(Z) is an expanding matrix, D Q 
with fiD = |det(A)| = g, this kind of pair {A, D) is called a self-affine pair, and in 
this situation, self-affine tile T(A, D) is called integral self-affine tile. 
It is clear that an integral self-affine tile D) must be a lattice self-affine tile, 
because A[D) C Z®, and C H. It is also direct to show that lattice self-affine 
tile can be reduced to integral self-affine tile: 
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Proposition 1.4.1. If T{A, D) is a lattice self-affine tile in M®, then there is an 
invertible affine transformation L : R^ —> W, such that A 二 L- iAL G Ms{Z), D = 
L-^D g Z � 0 e 5, T(A, D) = D), Z[A, 5] = L'^ZfA, D] = H. 
Indeed, we can choose A, D as follows: since D] is a full-rank lattice, it 
contains a basis •.. , of W. Let L = [t»i，. •.，i»s]，it is an invertible matrix in 
M,(R), let A = L—iAL, 5 = 1 ' '^D. Especially, when we consider integral self-affine 
tile, it can always be reduced to the case: 0 G D and Z[A, D] = II. A lattice self-
affine tile T{A, D) always has a quasi-periodic and self-replicating tiling set by the 
Rigidity Theorem, this together with the above proposition show that an integral 
self-affine tile also has a quasi-periodic and self-replicating tiling set. 
In Theorem 1.2.2, there are four equivalent statements for T[A, D) to be a self-
affine tile. For the integral case, there is another Fourier-analytic equivalent state-
ment due to Kenyon (see [LW2]): 
Theorem 1.4.2. If A e Ms(Z) is an expanding matrix, D C Z^ with ^D 二 
det(A)| = q. Then S1{T{A,D)) > 0 if and only if for each m e \ {0}，there 
exists k = k{m) G N, such that hk{m) = 0, where 
hk{m) = -"^exp{2m{A-''d,m)). (1.7) 
q den 
The main idea is: consider a discrete measure 
hk{x) = -Y^5{x- A-''d (mod 1)) (1.8) 
q deD 
on IRs/Z�where 5{x — Xo) = 1, if a; = xq, 6{x — Xo) = 0, otherwise. Then the Fourier 
transform of hk(x) is given by (1.7). For each k, we define the convolved measure of 
hk{x)\ 
Vk(x) = * /i2 * …* hk{x) = ^ ^ 5{x - {mod 1))’ （1.9) 
q deDA,K 
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it is concentrated on A'^Da^u {mod 1) and its Fourier transform is 
%{m) = /ii X /i2 X . . . X hk{m) = [ [ [ - ^ exp(27r2 {A'^'d, m))], (1.10) 
n=i q deD 
and its limit is 
oo oo 1 
v^{m) = Ylhkim) = [|[-^exp(27rz(A-^c/,m))]. (1.11) 
fc=l k=l q deD 
Now if T { A , D ) is a self-affine tile, let tt : IT — W j Z ' be a projection with t t { x ) = 
X {mod 1), then the measure Vk(x) is the projection of the measure 
叫 ⑷ E - (1.12) 
deDA.K 
which is concentrated on A-^Da^u- Since T = A'^T + A-^Da^u, then A'^T + 
A~^DA,k is a tiling of T by (1.6) in Remarks (i) of Theorem 1.2.2. It can be shown 
that LOk converges weakly to u^ o := -^f^^T (a constant times the Lebesgue measure 
constrained on T). Then the projection VQQ of cJqo is £ (a Haar measure on R^/Z®). 
Hence d^Jju) = 0 for m G Z^ \ {0} ’ which implies there exists some k = k(jn), such 
that hk{m) = 0 for m G Z® \ {0}. For the converse side, we can show that Voo is 
a Haar measure £ on by the assumption, and Vk{x) converges weakly to £. 
Since Vk is concentrated on A'^Da^u {mod 1) and + A~^DA,k is a tiling of T, 
then [0’ Ip is contained in a finite union of translations of T. Therefore ^ 0. 
I.4.1 Lebesgue measure of integral self-affine tile 
Let [Z^ : D]] denote the number of cosets of Z[A, D] in 11�because Z[A, D 
is an additive subgroup of I/. D is called primitive with respect to A if Z[A, D] 二 
II. By Proposition 1.4.1, we know £{T{A,D)) = |det(L)|£(T(1,5)), and : 
ZlA, D]] = |det(L)|, hence £ (r (A, D)) = [Z' : D]]£,{T{A, D)). 
Theorem 1.4.3. If (A, D) is a self-affine pair. Then 
D)) = r(A, D)[Z' : Z[A D]], 
for some integer r{A, D). 
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The proof of this theorem can be reduced to the case: 0 G •D, Z® = Z[八 D]. This 
theorem is a special case of Theorem 3.2.4, and we will consider its proof in Chapter 
3. 
Definition 1.4.4. (A, D) is a self-affine pair. D is a complete set of coset represen-
tatives ofll/KSI (or D is a complete residue set of A), if D KEI 二 H,�equiva-
lently, { d i + + A L ' ) = ^ for distinct di,d2 e D, that is, {D-D)f]AZ'= 
W . 
Corollary 1.4.5. (i) If (A, D) is a self-affine pair, and D)) = 1, then 
Z[A, D] = II�and D is a complete set of coset representatives ofZ^/AZ^. 
(ii) If {A, D) is a self-affine pair, and S1{T{A, D)) = A; G N, then each point x gW 
is covered by T + at least k times, and exactly k times for almost every x G W. 
The proof of (i): If £(T(A, D)) = 1, Z[A, D] = II is the direct result of Theorem 
1.4.3. Proposition 1.4.6 implies that II is a tiling set of T(A, D). Assume that there 
are distinct di,d2 E D,L e \ {0} such that di - d2 = Al. Since 
T D A-\T + di) U A-\T + d2) = [A-\T + d^) + / ] U A-\T + 而)， 
+1/2) + Z g T � a n d + c/2) + ^ ^ + t h i s implies T � n ( T � + 0 — 0， 
which contradicts that I I is a tiling set of T(A, TT). 
If L) is a complete set of coset representatives of £(T(A, D)) may 
not equal 1’ for example: Let A = 2, D = {0，3}，then T(A, D) = [0’ 3:. 
Proposition 1.4.6. IfT[A, D) is an integral self-affine tile, then it has a tiling set 
if and only if Z{T[A, D)) = 1. 
The basic idea is to consider f(x) = Xifcez® Xr+fc ⑷，where xr+fc � is the char-
acteristic polynomial of T + /c, and £>{T(A, D)) = J j � f { x ) d x for any k G If. 
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1.4.2 Classification of digit set 
If D is a complete set of coset representatives of If /Alf, D is called a standard 
digit set, and is called non-standard digit set otherwise. The following theorem is 
due to Bandt [B], which can be proved easily by Theorem 1.2.2 (iv). 
Theorem 1.4.7. If A E Ms{Z) is an expanding matrix, and D is a standard digit 
set. Then T{A, D) is an integral self-affine tile. 
Proof, we will use Definition 1.4.4 to show this theorem. If D is a standard digit 
set, then for each k eN, jj^ .^A； = q^- Indeed, since if any two elements / “ fj G DA,k 
are equal, then there exist 力 G D, such that di^  + Adi^  + •.. + = 
dji + Adj-2 + … + A^'^dj^, which implies that 
di, - dj, + A[di^ — + — dj^) + . •. + - dj^)] = 0. 
Since {D - D)f] AZ' = {0}, then d � = d力 for Z G {1’ …，/c}. DA,OO is uniformly 
discrete, because DA,OO is a subset of Z®. Then by equivalence of Theorem 1.2.2 (ii) 
and (iv), the proof is completed. • 
Remark 1.4.8. (i) In fact, if D is only a complete set of coset representatives of 
the additive group A/A A, where A is a full-rank lattice in M®, the above theorem is 
still true. For we can let P G Ms(M), whose rows arise form a basis of A, then 
is a complete set of coset representatives of the additive group 1/ jAlf. Hence 
£(T(A, jOP-i)) = £(T(A’L>)P-1) > 0, which implies 2{T{A,D)) > 0. 
(ii) £(T(A, D)) = 1 can only occur for standard digit set by Corollary 1.4.5 (i). 
The converse of the above theorem is not true, there is simple example of non-
standard digit set such that T(A, D) is a tile [LW2]. A systematic consideration is 
as follows. 
Definition 1.4.9. A e Ms{1t) is an expanding matrix, D is called a product-form 
digit set, if 
D =們(£,) + y l D + ... + A^^iSr), 
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where r > 2, 0 < ni < 722 < • • • < are integers and 81,82, • • • , Sr C Z � 
0 G 'iSi > 2 for each i, 
is a complete set of coset representatives ojll/KEI�where “©” means direct sum. 
In this case, {A, D) is called a product-form pair. 
We further define the weak product-form on Z [LR . 
Definition 1.4.10. Let 6 G Z with > 2, D C Z"*", D is called a weak product-form 
set if there is a product-form digit set D' with 
such that D = D'(mod 6"”+1). 
There exists non-standard digit set, which is not of product-form but a weak 
product-form, for example, A = 4, D = {0，1,8,25}. In [LW2], it is proved that 
Theorem 1.4.11. If (A, D) is a product-form pair. Then T{A, D) is finite measure-
disjoint union of translations ofT{A, S), and 
r 
i=l 
Moreover T[A, D) tiles M^  with a periodic tiling set whenever T(A, £) tiles W with 
a periodic tiling set. 
Remark 1.4.12. (i) By (1.5), we can show that T(A, 8) = T{A,8i)-\-'. .+T(A，&)-
By using Ei) = T{A, Si) + Ei, where E^ = � & ， 
T(A, D) = A^'T^A, + .. • + Sr) 
Since Ei ® - -• ® Er C and T{A,S) + = it follows that 
T{A,D) tiles A^'^TiA.S) by (1.6). 
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(ii) D is a non-standard digit set. Since if rii > 0, for distinct d, d! G D, 
d-d' = — £； + ( 幻 - £ � + ... + ( � _ ‘ ) ] , 
then — 门 AZs + {0}. 
Given an expanding matrix A e MJZ) ’ we want to classify the digit set D, such 
that D)) > 0, we call this kind of D tile digit set. On one dimensional case, 
let A = p be a prime, ii(T(p, D)) > 0 if and only if is a standard digit set [K:. 
If A = is a power of a prime, Lagarias and Wang gave a characterization of the 
tile digit set D, but it is very complicated [LW2]. \i A = pq, where p, q are distinct 
primes, D C with greatest common divisor 1, then D)) > 0 if and only 
if D is a weak pro duct-form set [LR]. If A is not of the forms mentioned above, we 
have no knowledge on the classification; Even for the prime case, it is also not a 
simple task for high-dimensional case. The following partial results are proved in 
;LW2] and [HL:. 
Theorem 1.4.13. If (A, D) is a self-affine pair, |det(A)| = ^D = p is a prime, and 
suppose that one of the following statements is true, 
(i) pZ' 2 
(ii) span(D) = 
Then £(T(A, D)) > 0 if and only if D is a standard digit set. 
Prom Theorem 1.4.2, £(T(A, D)) > 0 implies certain sums of roots of unity 
must be zero. The proof of the above theorem makes use of the structure of the 
semigroup A+ of nonnegative integer relations among m-th roots of unity, where 
A+ = n {(ai,...，a饥)e Z"^ : Z Z o 似’ e x p ( ^ ) = 0}. When m is a power of 
a prime, A+ has simple structure. Note that for one dimensional case, pZ g 
and span(D) = R are always true. 
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We give some conjectures to end this Chapter. We know that problems about 
lattice self-affine tile T[A, D) can be reduced to integral self-affine tile. For general 
case: 
Conjecture 1: If T{A, D) is a self-affine tile, then A is similar to an integer 
matrix. 
Not every tiling set is regular like lattice or periodic tiling set, but we have shown 
every lattice self-affine tile has a quasi-periodic and self-replicating tiling set. For 
general case: 
Conjecture 2: Every self-affine tile has a quasi-periodic tiling set. 
Note that conjecture 1 implies conjecture 2 by Rigidity Theorem. In view of 
Theorem 1.4.13, we ask 
Conjecture 3: In if {A, D) is a self-affine pair, and = |det(A)| = p is a 
prime, then T(A, D) is a self-affine tile if and only if D is a standard digit set. 
Chapter 2 
Connectedness of self-affine tiles 
There are natural motivations to consider the connectedness of self-affine tile: 
The connectedness of self-affine tile is a necessary condition for the connectedness 
of its boundary [LAT] ； Disk-likeness of self-affine tile is related to some other fields: 
number systems, turns maps and wavelets [BG]. The main questions in this chapter 
are: (i) Given A E Ms(Z) is an expanding matrix, D C R^ with ^D = |det(^)| = q, 
how to check T{A, D) is connected or not? (ii) Given A E Ms(Z) is an expanding 
matrix, can we find suitable digit set D, such that T(A, D) is connected? (iii) Given 
A E Ms(Z) is an expanding matrix, can we find suitable digit set D, such that 
T{A, D) is disk-like? So far our knowledge on these problems are restricted on the 
special case that Z) is a consecutive collinear digit set. 
2.1 Connectedness 
Definition 2.1.1. S \= {{dudj) e D x D : {Tdi) f]{T-h dj) + 0}, we say di,dj 
are S-connected, if there is {dj^, • • • , dj^} C D such that d力= d i , dj^ = dj, and 
fori <l<k-l. 
Lemma 2.1.2. If {di, dj) G S, then there exists a sequence {(<^ij_，Q D x D 
such that di — dj = — <4’j). 




Theorem 2.1.3. Let A e Ms(Z) be an expanding matrix with |det(A)| 二 q, D = 
{di , . • • , dq) C W. Then T is connected if and only if any two elements d“ dj G D 
are S-connected. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency, let Si{x) = + di), i 二 
1 , … ’ Qf, for / = (ii，…，Zfc), let Sj = Si^^ o …o Sik. There exists a closed ball B 
such that T C B and Si{B) C B for each i, and T =门二丄 U|/|=fc 而(召).Because 
U|/|=A； Si{B) converges to T in the Hausdorff metric as k tends to oo, to prove the 
connectedness of T, it suffices to show the connectedness of (丑）for each 
i. For k = 1, Si{T) C Si{B) and the ^^-connectedness property of D imply that 
ULi Si{B) is connected. For k + 1’ U|/|=fc+i Si{B) = (JLi S綱,by the 
same argument above, we complete the proof. • 
From the above theorem, we observe that the connectedness of T can be checked 
by the connectedness of the IFS acting on a suitable closed ball, moreover this 
theorem is true for general attractors not only for self-affine tiles. 
Corollary 2.1.4. LetA = qeZ, and > 2, D C E with JD = \q\. Then T{A, D) 
is connected if and only if D = {0, c, 2c, • • • , (|…一l)c} for some c > 0. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious, since if g > 0, then T{A, D) 二 [0, c]; q < 
0, then T(A, D) = j^]- For the necessity, we assume q > 0, and D = 
{0, di, - • • , dq-i} with di < d2 < … < dq—i is not the given form, then there exists 
di, such that di - di—i > 转.If (di,di.i) e then di — ch—i = ^ ^ < 
E j l i ^ ^ = ^f^, where c^力，九 G D, which leads to a contradiction. Hence 
{di, di-i) 0 E, and D) is not connected by increasing property of digits and 
Theorem 2.1.3. • 
The general case in M ,^ s > 1 is more difficult, it is natural to consider simple 
case of consecutive collinear digit sets: D = {0, v, - • • , (q — 1)?;} with v E M^\{0}. 
We wonder whether it is true or not that T(A, D) generated by consecutive collinear 
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digit set is connected. We give a criterion for the attractor generated by consecutive 
collinear digit set to be a tile by the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1.5. Let A e Ms(Z) be an expanding matrix with |det(^)| = q, D = 
{0, V, 2v,' •'，(|g| — 1)?;}, where v e \ {0}. Then {?;, Av,. •. , are linearly 
independent if and only if [A^ D) — 0. 
Proof. For the sufficiency, T C hi.A'v : k. G R}, because A'^ = E C o 
by Hamilton-Cayley Theorem. Then Av,…，are linearly independent, 
otherwise £(T) = 0，which implies T � = 0. For the necessity, D is a complete set of 
coset representatives of the additive group X/AX, where T is a lattice generated by 
{v, Av,-- - , A'-'^v}, then £(T) > 0 by Remark 1.4.8. • 
For an expanding matrix A G Ms(Z) with |det(A)| = q, and a vector v G M^\{0}, 
we consider a polynomial 
m 
Sm '•= y ^ with |ai| = 0,1’ •..，g — 1, 
i=l 
and a shift operator 
where sj^  := with |a-| = 0,1,…，g - 1. In [KL], it is proved that 
Theorem 2.1.6. Let A G Ms(Z) be an expanding matrix with |det(A)| = q, D = 
{0, V, - • • , (q — 1)1；} with f G \ {0}. If there exists a monic polynomial Sm and a 
shift operator pk such that Pk{sm) = Sm- Then D) is connected. 
Proof. The main idea is to show that any two di,di+]_ G D are f connected by 
Theorem 2.1.3. Because di+i — di = v and Lemma 2.1.2, it suffices to show that 
there exists a sequence {6)-}茫0 with \bj\ = 0 , 1 , … , q — 1 and bo = 1, such that 
E j l o bjA-ji) = 0. Since 
i-i 
Sm = pi(Sm) = A^ S^m + ^ A^ S^^ , (2.1) 
j=0 
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times both sides of the above equation, and taking limit by letting I tend to 
oo : 
oo 
0 = + (2.2) 
Now multiply A 一爪 t o both sides of equation (2.2), and insert the expression of 
Sm and s'左，we obtain 
m oo k 
0 = + A — ^ ^ a'iA-kj社 
i=l j=l i=l 
Because ai = 0, we complete the proof. • 
Remark 2.1.7. For the convenience of later construction in Theorem 2.1.8, we 
remark that the shift operator in Theorem 2.1.6 can be replaced by the operator: 
qk{sm) = -A^Sm + 
since P2k{Sm) = Sm if QkiSm) = Sm-
The main criterion to check the connectedness is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.8. Let A G Ms(Z) be an expanding matrix with |det(A)| 二 q, and 
f(x) is its characteristic polynomial, D = - • - , {q - 1)^;} with v \ {0}. If 
f{x) satisfies the following height reducing property (HRP): there exists g{x) G 
such that 
h{x) = f{x)g{x) = x^ + H H aix 士 q 
with |aj| = 0,1，•.. ,q — 1 for z = 1, • • • ,k — 1. Then T(A, D) is connected. 
The main idea of the proof is to find a monic polynomial Sm and a shift operator 
Pk such that Pk{Sm) = Sm, then we can apply Theorem 2.1.6. Let si = v. 
(i) If h{0) = -q, let Pk{sm) = A'^Sm + ak-iA''-'^v + .. • + aiAv - {q - then 
Pk{si) = h{A)v V = V = Si, 
(ii) If h{0) = q, let qk{sm) = -A^Sm _ aiAu - [q - then 
qk{si) = + ；^ = I； = si. 
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We now come to Question (ii) in this Chapter. For W (s < 4)，we can find 
consecutive collinear digit set D such that T is connected, and we will only try to 
show the case s = 2 here. 
Lemma 2.1.9. If A G M2(Z) and f{x) = x'^-\-px±q is its characteristic polynomial, 
where p G Z, g G N. Then A is expanding if and only if q> 2 and 
f bl < q, if /(O) = q 
\\p\<q-2, if /(O) = -q. 
Proof, (i) If /(O) = -q, then f{x) = x^ -\-px - q has two roots: 
-p + vV + Aq -p - x/p2"+4g 
工 1 = 2 ’ 工 2 = 2 . 
If p > 0, then xi > 0,X2 < - 1 , and > 1 if and only if p < g - 2. 
If p < 0，then Xi > 1,X2 < 0, and X2 < —1 if and only \i -p < q - 2. 
(ii) If /(O) = q, then f[x) = + 
If 0 < g < then f{x) has two roots: 
-p + vV - 4q -p - vV - 4q 
工1 = 2 ’ 工2 = 2 . 
If p > 0, then Xi < 0, X2 < 0, and Xi,X2 < —1 if and only if p < q. 
If p < 0, then Xi > 0,X2> 0，and > 1 if and only if -p < q. 
If q > 孕，then f{x) has two roots: 
-p + a/4^ - pH -p - A/4g - pH 
工1 = 2 ，工2 = 2 . 
Then |a;i| = |x2| = y/q > 1. 
If 9 > 4, g > ^ implies |p| < g. If g = 2,3，we can also show q > ^ implies |p| < q. 
The proof is completed. 口 
Theorem 2.1.10. Let A e M2(Z) be an expanding matrix with |det(A)| = q. Then 
there exists a digit set D <Z J? such that T{A, D) is connected. 
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Let the characteristic polynomial of A be f(x) = x^-hpx±q, D = {0, I*, • • • , {q — 
1)1；} for some v G \ {0}, then by Lemma 2.1.9, we only need to consider two 
cases: (i) If \p\ < q — 1, let g{x) = 1, then T{A, D) is connected by Theorem 2.1.8. 
(ii) If IpI = q and f{x) = x"^ px q. 
For f{x) = x^ qx + q, let g{x) = x — 1, then 
h{x) = f{x)g{x) = x^-\-{q- q. 
For f{x) = x^ — qx + q, let g{x) = a: + 1，then 
h{x) = f{x)g{x) = - { q - + q. 
Then D) is connected by Theorem 2.1.8. Hence for two-dimensional case, 
T(A, D) generated by consecutive collinear digit set is always connected. 
KL] and [KLR] only studied a particular class of integral self-affine set generated 
by consecutive collinear digit set, they used HRP to check the connectedness of self-
affine set, and they showed that the characteristic polynomial of expanding matrix 
in Ms(Z) {s = 2,3) satisfied HRP. In [AG] Akiyama and Gjini solved the case of 
5 = 4. For the general case: 
Conjecture 4: Every monic polynomial /(x), which is the characteristic poly-
nomial of an integral expanding matrix, has hight reducing property. Then any 
integral self-affine tile generated by consecutive collinear digit set is connected. 
2.2 Disk-likeness 
We will only consider the disk-likeness of self-affine tile for two-dimensional case. 
We call T + l a neighbor of T if T n (T + 0 # 0. There are only two kinds of disk-like 
tiles with lattice tiling set T [BG]: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let T be a disk-like tile and T + 工 is a lattice tiling o/R^, then 
one of the following statements holds: 
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(i) hexagonal tile: T has exactly 6 neighbors T 士“，T ± � 2 ’ T 土 + I2) for some 
li,he% hZ + I2Z = T. 
(ii) square tile: T has exactly 8 neighbors T ± Zi, T ± Z2’ 了 士（“ + W，了 士 (Ji — k) 
for some li,l2 ^ h"^ + = 
曲 ® 
Figure 2.1: Square tile and Hexagonal tile 
Let us consider a lattice tiling set A of a disk-like tile in R^, we call (T + I) a 
real neighbor if r n (T + Z) has more than one point. Note that cases in Figure 2.2 
can not happen, take the figure of the right-hand side for example, there are three 
real neighbors for enclosing tiles, but the enclosed tile has only two real neighbors. 
Hence A + Z) is homeomorphic to a segment line [BG]. Consider the neighbor 
graph with vertex in A and edges between two real neighboring vertices. If T + a is 
a real neighbor, so is T — a. Since the right-hand side of Figure 2.2 can not happen, 
there are other two real neighbor T + 6 and T — b, then the neighbor graph is a 
lattice. There are two kinds of situations: case 1: there is no other real neighbor 
(see (1) in Figure 2.3)，which corresponds to square tile; case 2: there is another pair 
of real neighbor T" 士（a + 6) or 土（a — 6)，but they can not appear at the same time 
(see (2) and (3) in Figure 2.3), otherwise in the cell (0, b, a + b) of the neighbor 
graph, 0 and a + 6 are connected by an edge, so are a and 6’ which contradict with 
the meaning of real neighbors. 
Bandt and Wang [BW] proved the following theorem. 
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T T+a r r+h 
Figure 2.2: One tile enclose another; Two tiles together enclose a third tile 
a+lr fc •••a+b a+K y^a+b 
a (' -a a -a a -pif- a 
a-b 」b -a-b -^b ^a-b a 為 \ 
U) (2) (3) 
Figure 2.3: Neighbor Graph 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let T be a self-affine tile with a lattice tiling set and with no more 
than 6 neighbors, then T is disk-like if and only if T is connected. 
To consider the disk-likeness of self-affine tile, we will show if the characteristic 
polynomial of A is f{x) = x^ q^ then the self-affine tile is a parallelepiped. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let A G Ms{Z) be an expanding matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f(x) = jf + q and q = (-l)®det(A), D = {0, "U, ...，(|g| - 1)?;} with 
V e {0} , [v, Av,...，A^'^v} are linearly independent, then T{A, D) is a paral-
lelepiped. 
Proof. We assume q > 2, then for f{x) = x^ - q, we have 二 For any 
y = ajA-^v G T{A, D), where a^  G {0,1, • • • , g - 1}, we have 
OO S—1 5 — 1 OO 
y = T^T^ajs-kA-.k�= ^(^ajs-kQ-nA'v. 
j=l k=0 k=0 j=l 
Then T{A,D) = {Efclo ： bk G [0,1]}. If f{x) = + q, then T(A, D)= 
^k-^ ^y : k^ 6 [诺，击]} by the same method. Therefore under the condition 
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of this theorem, when f{x) = x"^ q (|g| > 2) is the characteristic polynomial of A, 
T{A, D) is always disk-like. • 
In the following, we assume that: A G M2(Z) is an expanding matrix with 
characteristic polynomial f(x) = x^ + px + q (p ^ 0), v E Z^ \ {0} such that v, Av 
are linearly independent. D = {0,?;, 2v, - • • , — and D is primitive with 
respect to A, hence I? is generated by D, AV. Moreover T{A, D) is an integral self-
affine tile with tiling set I ? (see Proposition 2.2 in [LL]). Hence any a; G M^  can be 
expressed as b一:^ Av + bov + bjA'^v, where 6_i, 6o e Z ， e {0,1，...，(M _ 1)} 
for j e N, we denote it to be 
X = … . (2.3) 
Note that when x is on the boundary of translations of T{A, D), the expression is 
not unique. 
Definition 2.2.4. A point t e T is called a nodal point, if t e {T + h) n (T + k) 
for distinct I1J2 ^ ^^ \ {0}. 
The following are some properties of nodal point: 
(i) U X ET has three distinct expressions of the form (2.3): 
X = 0.aia2 . . . = 6_i6o .似 2 … = c _ i c 0 . c i c 2 . . • ’ (2.4) 
where ai,bi,Ci e {0’ 1，2’ •.. , (|g| - 1)} for i G N, and li = b^iAv + bov, I2 = c—1 Au + 
CQV are distinct integers and not equal to 0. Then it is a nodal point with x G 
T n (T + Zi) n (T + y , and a^ , bi, q are distinct for infinitely many z G N. 
(ii) If 0.<21(22 • • • represents a nodal point, so are 
O-afcttit+i... , Q.bkbk+i •.. and O.CkCk+i.. • 
for any /c G N, they may not be distinct. 
By the above properties of nodal points and some elaborate but elementary 
computations, we can show T{A, D) has at least six nodal points. If 2\p\ > \q + 2|, 
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T(i4, D] has at least nine nodal points, then D) can not be disk-like by Theorem 
2.2.1; if 2|p| < |g + 2|’ T[A, D) has "exactly" six nodal points, hence T[A, D) is disk-
like by Theorem 2.2.2. 
Theorem 2.2.5. Let A E M2{Z) be an expanding matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f{x) = x^ + px + q, V £ I? \ { 0 } such that v,Av are linearly independent, 
D = • • • ’ {\q\ — Then D) is disk-like if and only if2\p\ < |g + 2|. 
Figure 2.4: Disk-likeness 
2 | ~ I ~ I “ I ” I 1 ~ 1 1 ~ I I ~ ‘ ~ ‘ ~ I ~ ‘ I ~ I ” 1 — I ~ ‘ " " “ r -
Sss 
0.0 02 (M 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 2.5: Non-collinear digit set 
Integral points in the shady area in Figure 2.4 are the possible pairs (p,q) such 
that T is disk-like for consecutive collinear digit set by Theorem 2.2.5. We do not 
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have much information for the non-consecutive collinear digit set. [KLR] gave an 
example: 
Example 2.2.6. If A G M2(Z) is an expanding matrix with |det(A)| = 3 and 
characteristic polynomial f{x) = — x — 3, 二 {0，div, d2v},v 二（0’ 1)^, di < d。， 
then T{A, D) is connected if ^d! < d2 < 誉c^ i. 
We also do not have much information about the non-collinear digit set, the 
following example implies that non-collinear digit set may not give a connected 
self-affine tile in M .^ 
Example 2.2.7. Let A = I ^ , D = { ^ ’ ？ , ^ J }. The self-
o Z U 丄 （J 丄 
affine tile T{A, D) is given in Figure 2.5. 
Chapter 3 
Tiles with rotations and reflections 
In most literature the tiles under consideration are given by IFS with the same 
expanding matrices B^. Let {Si(x) = + be a contractive IFS, the 
corresponding tile T will tile the space only by translations. When not all Bi are the 
same, the multiplication of two expanding matrices may no longer be an expanding 
matrix, then the attractor may not exist. There are also a few literature considering 
self-affine tiles with rotations and reflections, for example [B]. We will give some 
simple results in this chapter. 
3.1 Tiles 
Definition 3.1.1. A finite matrix group S = {Ai, A2, . . . , An} ^ Ms(R) is called a 
symmetry group of A e Ms(M), if AS = SA (any Ai in S, there exists a unique Aj 
in S, such that AAi = AjA ), and det(Ai) = 土1 (i = 1, •. • ,m). 
In the following, we assume K = max{|| A^ |{: Ai G 5}, where the matrix norm 
is defined by \\Ai\\ = It follows that K > 1, because det(Ai) = 士 1. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let A G Ms(M) be an expanding matrix, 
Si{x) = AiA'^x + di 2 = 1, • • • , g, 
where Ai £ S, a symmetry group of A. Then there is a unique non-empty compact 
subset T in W, such that T is the attractor with respect to the IFS {Sijl^^. 
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Proof. The set of maps . . . , Sq fulfill the weak contractivity condition, because 
Sh o …o Si丄00�- Sii O …O Si丄y) 
= K 4 - � " ) | 
< K'C'r''\x-yl 
the constants C > 0, 0 < < 1 are as in (1.3). Then by Lemma 1.1.3，there exists 
a unique non-empty compact subset T satisfying 
T = [j{A^A-'T-hdi). (3.1) 
i=l 
The proof is completed. • 
In the following, we define 5 to be a symmetry group of A, S' ：二 {Ai , . • • , Aq) 
(I 
be a subset of 5, ^{E) := |J [AiA~^E + di) be a set transformation. Even though 
i=l 
the form of IFS here is different from before, it is more convenient for computation. 
Their difference is just the order of translation and rotation (or reflection). 
Example 3.1.3. Let 
, � 1 -1 ] � � 1 01 d �—1 01 � 0 L � 1 ' 
ij，"^i=|_() l j ， & = | _ 0 |_o [ o j ， 
S 二 Then there exists an attractor T by Theorem 3.1.2, it is called the 
Levy's Dragon (see Figure 3.2), and £(T) = by its construction (see Figure 3.1). 
If we change A2 in S by A'2 = ^ J , we obtain Figure 3.3. If we use Ai, A2, di 
/ r 2 1 
above and change d: to be d? = ^ , we obtain Figure 3.4-
Example 3.1.4. Let 
“ [ 2 0 ] d _ j _ � _ [ 1 0 " | d _ � - l Q-
[_ 0 2 j , = 如 二 如 = ( ) 1 j , = L 0 - 1 J ’ 
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. r 0 1 , [ 1/2 1 j � 1 / 4 1 j � 3 / 4 ] 
i = h j ， 2 二 L o j ’ " 3 = L 力 / 4 j ’ 4 = [ V 3 / 4 j ’ 
S = Then we obtain an attractor by Theorem 3.1.2, it is an equi-
lateral triangle with side-length 1, see Figure 3.5. 
-04 • •0.4 • 
-0.1-
-oil 
Figure 3.1: Generation of Levy's Dragon 
-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 
‘ Figure 3.2: Levy's dragon 
Next we give some notations in this chapter, 
D ：= {di,…，dJ, E" := {ii • •. ijt: e {1，...，g}}， 
:= A^Ai.A-^ e S for 力ij G S� (3.2) 
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。 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
O 0 . a s 0 . » 0 . 7 m X 1 . 3 f t 
Figure 3.3: Dog 
:置 
- 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 X 1 . 5 2 2 . 5 3 
Figure 3.4: Coral 
Dk ：= {A^^.. • + … + + : i，G Ei}， 
Doo ：= U D k � : = U 
fc=l k=l 
i f / = ii."2.fcel]*=， 
（3.3) 
di ：= Af^ • •. Afl^Adi, + • • • + Af^A^-Hi, + A % ’ （3.4) 
Si{x) Si….• o Si丄工)’ 
then 
Dk = {dj lie S”. 




0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 3.5: Equilateral Triangle 
form: 
T = {d“ + + + (3.5) 
00 j 
= R + E : 4 6 义 � j e D}. (3.6) 
j=i fc=i 
Theorem 3.1.5. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 3.1.2, and |det(A)| = 
q, di = 0, Ai = Isxs. The following four statements are equivalent. 
(i) m > 0. 
(ii) T。+ 0. 
(iii) T = T^, and Sl{dT) = 0. 
(iv) For each /c G N, = q'', and D^o is uniformly discrete. 
Proof, (iii) (ii) (i) is obvious, we begin with proving (ii) (iii)： Since 
T�C T, and T is compact, then CT. Equation (3.1) gives 
q 
i=l 




It follows that <I>(T°) c We know that the iterates ^^{E) of any non-empty 
compact subset E converges to the attractor T in the Haiisdorff metric (by Lemma 
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1.1.3). Since T � i s a non-empty compact subset, every point of T is a limit point of 
a sequence in Hence T CT°. 
To show Z{dT) = 0, we iterate equation (3.1) and obtain 
Q 
ill—， 
Using the notation Af^ = we have 
U … + … + … + 屯 必 J . 
ii’…’ifc=l 
Hence by (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain the following simple express of the above equa-
tion: 
A^T= U {AjT + dj). (3.8) 
Using this notation, the k-th. iterate of 五 by 尘 is given by 
少 、 丑 ） = I J {AjE + dj). (3.9) 
Since the number of elements of E^ is q'^ and |det(Aj)| = I by Aj e S, the Lebesgue 
measure satisfies 
= |det(⑷广£(T) < ^ Z[AjT + dj) < q^ . £(T). 
If T � + 0, then £(T) > 0，the above inequality is equality if and only if 
tK(A/，心)besFQ^" 
and the measure-disjoint property holds: 
£[{AjT + dj) n {AiT + di)] = 0 (3.10) 
for distinct I, J G E'^ . Since T � + 0，it must contain an open set, and when k is 
large enough, A 中 
must contain an open set with diameter 2Kdia,m{T). Hence 
it must contain an entire copy AjT + dj, which is on the right-hand side of (3.8). 
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Therefore its boundary AjdT dj must be entirely covered by the boundaries of 
Aj'dT + df on the right-hand side of (3.8). Hence 
£(aT) = Z{AjdT -^dj) < Y^ Z[{AjdT + dj) n + ci/)] 
= 0 , 
the last equality is given by measure-disjoint property (3.10). 
In the following, we prove "(i) (iv)": By the proof of "(ii) (iii)", we 
know that if £(T) > 0，then Hi-^J^ = q^  and (3.10) is still true. Since 
£>{T) > 0 and the characteristic function XT £ then by [S] there is a point 
X* eT with 
/ 二 1, 
Brix*) 
i.e. X* is a Lebesgue point of T. We consider a new tile T* = T — x*, which is a 
translation of T, then 0 must be a Lebesgue point of T*, and 
A^T* = IJ 
where dj = dj + Ajx* - A^x*. Let S* ：二 {AiX* : VAi e 5 } , which is a finite set, 
oo 
D： ：二 {d*j ： J e S”，DI ：= U D：. 
k=l 
Since di — dj 二 d} — d*j + Ajx* — Ajx*, it follows that is uniformly discrete, 
so is DJQ + S*. To prove Dqo is uniformly discrete, it suffices to show that D^ 
is uniformly discrete. Suppose otherwise, since di = = Isxs (which imply 
Dk C Dk+\, and DI C Z)�+i) ’ there is a sequence where d i � and d i � 
are distinct elements in Dl^  with 
lim |c//i) —d/2)| = 0， 
/—•OO 
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that is, there is a sequence {/，J}, where I and J are distinct elements in ! ) � w i t h 
—心I 4 0 as Z 4 00. 
We claim that there is small � 0 such that for any d eW with \d\ < e\ 
£[T* n + d)]〉0 
for any Ai G S. Indeed, since 0 is a Lebesgue point of T*, it follows that for any 
£ > 0, there exists R> 0 such that for 0 < r < i?, 
Let £ < (which implies < 金)，and let r(告)全 < < ^ < | (which 
implies (1 - - £ > 0). Suppose that \d\ < £'’ then C 
Hence 
n (AT* + d)] = £[A-'BriO) n (T* + A-^d)] 
>(l-enBAO)) 
the last inequality is given by s, < r. By using the inclusion-exclusion principle (see 
Figure 3.6 ) we have the following estimation: 
£,[T* n {AiT* + d)] > £(5,(0) n T*) + £[B,(0) n (AiT* + d)] - £(5,(0)) 
> (1 - e)2{Br(0)) + (1 - e)C y^Sl(Br{0)) — £(B,(0)) 
> 0. 
By the above claim, when I is large enough, we have 
+ dj) n (A/T + dj)] = £ {T n + Aj\dj — dj)]} > o 
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Figure 3.6: E : , … , E ^ denote the regions as indicated, it is clear that 2{Ei UE2) + 
£{E2 U E4) - 2(Ei U 丑2 U 丑4 U E5) < £(£"2 U Es). 
for distinct / , J G which contradicts with (3.10). Hence D ^ is uniformly dis-
crete, which implies Dqo is uniformly discrete. 
To prove "(iv) (i)", we fix r � 0 ， l e t Br{y) = {x : \x - y\ < r} , from�the 
proof of Theorem 3.1.2, we know 尘& is a contraction on the family of compact sets 
when k is large enough, and converges to T in the Hausdorff metric, then 
£ ( T ) = lim �(尽(2/))). (3.11) 
fc—>oo 
By assumption (iv), for each /c G N, jl{(Aj, = q ,^ and there is a constant 
5 � 0， s u c h that for any distinct d.d e Axn \d- 6. Let Ki 二 min{|Aie泊| : 
Ai e S} < 1, K2 = max{|Aie访I ： Ai e S} > we want to find a ball Br{y), 
such that 2[{AiBr(y) + ^i/) + dj)] = 0 for distinct / , J G then 
£{^ ' (Br(y) ) ) = £(Br(2j)) by (3.9). Hence £(T) > 0 by (3.11). 
We choose 
� … S ’ 丨“丨 <7^-”’ _ 
then for any two 丸 Aj E S,d eR^ and \d\ > K16, 
\A{y + re, + Ajd - y\ > \Ajd\ - - I)y + A^re'^] 
> K'^S - [{K + l)\y\ + Kr] 
> r. 
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Since B八y) C AiBr{y)Ajd or AiBr{y) + Ajd C Br(y) cannot happen by det(A^)= 
土1’ we have £lBr(y) CliABrip) + Ajd)] = 0 for \d\ > Ki6, Aj e S. If di + dj, 
then \di - dj\ > S, hence £[{AiBr{y) + o?/)门(AjBrfe) + dj)] = 0 by the above 
explanation. If dj = d j � w e choose suitable Br{y) from the balls with condition 
(3.12). Then there are only finite directions that are 1-eigenvectors of Ai G 5, we 
delete y in these directions, then Kz ：= mm{\Aiy — Ajy\ : Ai + Aj G 5} > 0. 
Moreover we restrict r < 翁，then 
2[(AiBr{y) + dj) n {AjBriy) + dj)] = £[AiBr{y) n AjBr{y)] = 0 
for any distinct pair (A/, dj) and {Aj^dj) (see Figure 3.7). 
Figure 3.7: If di = dj, the sum of longest axes of AjBriy) and AjBr{y) satisfies: 
n + 7-2 < 2K2r < 7^ 3 < \Aiy — Ajy\, then the two ellipses will be disjoint. 
It remains to prove "(i) (ii)". If £(T) > 0, by the proof of "(i) (iv)，，， 
there is a Lebesgue point x* eT and a sequence r^ —» 0 and ^ 0 with 
£{BrJxnnT)>(l-em)Sl(BrJx*)) 
and Doo is uniformly discrete with a positive constant 5. 
We claim that there are positive constants C, r, such that for any m € N, there 
exists a subset E^ Q Br{0) C R^ with the following three properties: 
(a) ^Em < C. 
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(b) any distinct e, e G Em, |e — e'| > 6. 
(c) £(Bi(0) n U > where A � G ^ is related 
eeEm 
to e. 
Indeed, for k large enough, there is a unit ball Bi{y) C with 
^{Bi{y) n A'{T)) > ( 1 - (3.13) 
LWl, P.35]. We use (3.8) to rewrite (3.13) as 
hence 
以召 1(0) n U (AJ了 + " 广 y)) > ( 1 - (执(0)). 
If we choose 
Em:={dj-y:Je Bi(0) n ( A / T + dj-射 0}, 
let e = dj — ？/，>l(e) = then (c) in the claim is true. Also D � is uniformly 
discrete with constant (5, hence any distinct e, e G Em, |e — e'| > 5. Let r = 1 K-
max{|a;| : x G T} , then Em Q 5^(0) by the definition of Em- Since elements in all the 
Em are uniformly bounded and uniformly discrete, there exists a positive constant 
C, such that ^Em < C, the claim is proved. 
Since E^m < C, we can assume that 
El = {an, •.. ,a ic } , 
E2 二 {^21, .., , 
Em = {^iml，... ’ flmc}, 
By passing to a subsequence, we have 
O'ml fll, am2 — “2,…，dmC — 
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In fact, for each i, ami should be a constant as m large enough, because the number 
of elements in all the Em is finite by claim (a) and (b). Let E* := lim^^oo Em '-= 
{tti，a2’... , ac } , obviously ^E* < C too. Let 
\J (Ae)T + e))，r = … ) ) ’ 
eeEm eeE* 
and d^m = XVm^^ ^ = XT*d£> be two measures constrained on T^ and T*, then 
for any f G Cc(M^), 
lim / fdiim = lim / fXTm^^ 
m-*oo J^s m—OO J^s 
=[fXT*dZ 
= / 协 ’ 
the second equality holds by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. It follows 
that for any close ball Bi(0)’ //(-Bi(O)) > [G, P.54], hence the 
following second inequality holds, 
eeE* 
eeErrr 
the last inequality holds by the claim. Since IJ (A(e)T + e) is closed, this forces 
eeE* 
召 1(0) Pi 
eeE* 
Now U (A(e)T + e) is finite union of compositions of rotations, reflections and 
eeE* 
translates of T, hence at least one of them has non-empty interior, then 0. 
The proof is completed . • 
Remark 3.1.6. The above theorem is similar to Theorem 1.2.2. The proof has some 
differences in (iv) as indicated in the following: 
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(i) When we prove "(i) (iv)", we cannot obtain DQQ is uniformly discrete 
directly like the proof of Theorem 1.2.2, because the Lebesgue point of T: x* may 
not be 0, then we cannot find e,£' small enough, such that for any \d\ < s , + 
A�ioO ^ A�iB7>(a:*). Hence we need to consider T* = T — x*, which has 0 as its 
Lebesgue point. 
(ii) In Theorem 1.2.2, we can choose any ball Br[y) with radius small enough, 
such that £[{Br{y) + dj) f]{Br{y) + dj)] = 0 for any distinct dj and dj in D^^k, 
because DA,OO is uniformly discrete. In the above theorem, when we prove "(iv) 
(i)", not any ball Br{y) satisfy : 
£[{AiBr(y) + dj) n (^；召”⑷ + dj)] = 0, 
for any distinct pair {Aj, dj) and (Aj, dj), because dj = dj may happen. For any ball 
with center at 0 ， 门 + 0. Therefore we need to find suitable 
ball not containing 0 to obtain the result 
(iii) In [LX] it is shown that, with the same conditions of Theorem 3.1.5, if 
£(T) > 0, then dimnidT) < s, it is stronger than = 0. 
Our next main task is to show how the T in Theorem 3.1.5 can tile W. 
Definition 3.1.7. We sayT tiles W with a tiling set (6,1), if&Q Ms{R) is finite 
and T C is countable with 
Rs 二 IJ (BiT + a), 
aei,Biee 
i^KBiT + d) n + cO] = 0, 
for distinct pair {Bi, d), [B^.d) G (6 ,T) . 
Example 3.1.8. It is obvious that the equilateral triangle with side-length 1 can tile 
the plane, with 
股 2 = (�n[#U)U(¥+[73/l5]) 
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(see Figure 3.8). 
AIAAA 
g S I X 
Figure 3.8: triangle tile 
Theorem 3.1.9. Assume the same conditions in Theorem 3.1.5 hold, and suppose 
that ^ 0. Then there is a tiling set (6 ,T) , such that T tiles W. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1.5 implies that measure-disjoint property (3.10) is still true. 
Since T° ^ 0, there exists an open subset O CT° and its closure O C When k is 
large enough, we 
have Si{0) C Si{T) CO CT° for some I e By Brouwer's fixed 
point theorem [M], there is a:* G O C T\ such that Si{x*) = x*. Let g{x) = Sj(x), 
then g~^{T) will tile M^  as n tends to oo. The proof is completed. • 
We remark that this proof can be used in Theorem 1.2.4, too. 
Lemma 3.1.10. A E Ms{R) is an expanding matrix, S is a symmetry group of A. 
Then for each Ai e S, there exists a smallest Ui G N, such that Ai = 
Proof. It suffices to show for each i there is / G N such that A''AiA~^ = Ai. If 
there exists i such that for any I G N, A^AiA^ + Ai. For this Ai, we can assume 
AAiA-^ = A i , e S \ {Ai} . Since if A^AA-^ = = AAA—i, then = 
which leads to a contradiction, hence = Ai^ e S \ {Ai, A “ } . By induction 
for each /c G N, A^AiA'^ = Ai^ e A“，... Since Ai, . . . , • • • 
are distinct elements in S, it contradicts with 5 is a finite set. 
The proof is completed. • 
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In the following, we will always denote Ui to be the smallest positive integer with 
Ai = f AiA-
Remark 3.1.11. In Theorem 3.1.9, let I = ii---ik,严=ii... ifc . . � i . . . it € 
then 
Since di 二 0，Ai = Isxs, when n is large, Aj G S"'^  can be any compositions of 
(广 )， . . .， 4 1 ) ,… H e n c e 
N 
t=i 
where & = Q S is also a symmetry group of A and generated by 
. . . . . . � . . . A ( 打 
八 1 ？ 3 ， ？ n q , , ^ q 5 
and D�C股石. 
Example 3.1.12. For the Levy 's dragon, AAiA~^ = Ai, hence rii = 1, and = 4 
with 
4 � _ [ 0 - 1 ] f ) _ [ 1 0 1 � — [ 0 1 -
_1 0 ， 〜 — 0 - 1 J，2 - 1 0 • 
The smallest group generated by Ai, A^^^ is 
A1 01 To -11 r-1 01 r 01" 
{ 0 1 ， 1 0 ‘ 0 - 1 ' - 1 0 ' 
_ J L « J L J l » J 
" - 1 0 1 r 0 - 1 1 r 1 0 1 T o 1 
0 1 J ' [ - 1 0 J ' [ 0 - 1 J ' [ 1 0 p ， 
and in fact we only need four of them, say 
^ rp [ 1 0 1 R �0 -1 "I R [ -1 0 1 R � 0 1 1\ 
e = 0 1 ， B 2 = 1 0 , 风二 0 ’ 风 = 0 } ’ 
because for example, the reflection of the Levy dragon T about x—axis ( J ^ ) 
「 — 1 0 1 
is just a translation of the 180° rotation of T about the origin point ( 0 1 ) 
(see Figure 3.9). 
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t游攀d^g 
f： i f e ... 
-1 .oil……•… 
Figure 3.9: Reflection about .t—axis and about origin 
By the construction of Levy 's dragon, we know £(T) = | > 0, then it can tile 
股2 with translations of four copies of T: B{r, B2T, B3T, B4T, with DQ, = 1? for 
i = 1, 2, 3,4, and the tiling set is (©, Z^ )； because from the construction of Levy's 
dragon in Figure 3.10, the third step shows some new triangles will point outward, 
leaving empty space in the unite square, but if we do the same construction in the 
surrounding unit squares, some of triangles from surrounding squares will produce 
new triangles to fill in these empty space, see Figure 3.11 [Rj. 
1 1 , j / X A 
-OJ 02 OA OJ OJ lit U “ DJ OA t>A DJ U IJ “ "CU 
Figure 3.10: Construction of Levy's Dragon 
3.2 Integral tiles 
In [B] Bandt gave a sufficient condition to ensure T has non-empty interior. This 




一 1.0 -0 . 5 X 0.5 A x , 1.5 2 .0 ‘ 
Figure 3.11: Tiling of Levy's dragon 
Corollary 3.2.1. Assume the same conditions in Theorem 3.1.2 hold, and |det(A)| = 
q, hut A, Ai e Ms(Z), and let 
q 
i=l 
Then the attractor T of the IFS {Si{x) = AiA~^x + dijh has non-empty interior, 
hence it can tile W with some tiling set (6,1). 
Lemma 3.2.2. Assume the same conditions in Theorem 3.1.2 hold, and |det/l| = q, 
/l，ylieMs(Z), D = {di’...，^y gzs. Then 
Zs = [j{di + AiAZ') 
i=l 
is equivalent to 
{di + AiAZ') n (dj + AjAZ') = 0 (3.14) 
for distinct i,j e {!,••• , q}. 
Proof. For the necessity, if there exist distinct iJ such that 
[di + AiAZ') n {dj + AjAZ') + 0, 
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then there are d,pi,pj G II�such that 
d = di AiApi = dj + AjApj, 
let Bi := AiA, then |det(5i)| = q, let B = BiB*Bj = det{Bi)Bj, where B* is the 
adjoint matrix of Bi, then any 2 G Z ,^ 
d + Bz = di + AiApi + BiB*BjZ edi-\- BiZ', 
d-i- Bz = dj -{- AjApj + det{Bi)BjZ € dj + 
then d + BZ^ C � + Bil/�n (^dj + BjZ'), let C = [0，n - 1] x . . . x [0，n - 1] s times, 
Q 
n G N, then the number of lattice points in the intersection of (J {di + BiZ^) and C 
i=l 
is: 
n � + 明 ^ D ^ + • � ) - + 一 ） 
< ns, 
when n is large enough, where O(n^) means that 0(n®) tends to 0，as n tends to 00. 
Then it will contradict with = [ j {di + AiAZ'). 
i=l 
q 
For the sufficiency, if there exists d £ \ |J {di + AiAZ^), let {di, di2,.. - , din J be 
i=l 
a complete residue set of A, then there exist d^., where ij G {2，... , rii}, such that 
d e n i l � ’ i j + AAZs), let B = BiBl • •. like the situation in the proof 
of necessity, then 
� q 9 
d + BZ'C f]{di,i. + BiZ') IJW + BiT), 
i=l i=l 
where “ C，，means contain but not equal, but 
n 0 W + 召渴 ” ） = + Oin^) = + O K ) , 
i=l 2=1 乂 q 
and i{C f]{d + BZ^)) = 二g + O(n^), which leads to the number of lattice points 
in C will be greater than n^. The proof is completed. • 
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Remark 3.2.3. Assume the same conditions in Lemma 3.2.2 hold. Then 
Q 
i=l 
is equivalent to 
A-\di + AZ') n + AZ') = 0 
for distinct G {!,••• , q}. 
We also want to know the Lebesgue measure of T, when A^ Ai G Ms(Z), D C Z^, 
but it is no longer an integer, the Levy's dragon has Lebesgue measure 
Theorem 3.2.4. Assume the same conditions in Theorem 3.1.5 hold, A G MgiZ), S C 
Ms(Z), D C Z®. Then £(T) is a rational number. 




^{{BiT + d(則）n 糊 + = 0 for 队 d 讽、)+ (Bj, 
where 6 = is a subgroup of a symmetry group S of A, and itself is a 
symmetry group of A, dsi G 氏）C 11. Choosing a set V = + 
where d(Bi) is a element in Consider the projection tTs ： W ^ ^ Let 
_ = n [0，ir), i?(E) = n + d腕 
where E is any subset in R^/Z®. Then 
M y " ) = 柳 f o r y G R7ZS, (3.15) 
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the second equality holds, because Sl{(BiT + d(^ Bi)) Cli^j'^ + c^(Bj))) = 0 for distinct 
pair (Bi, , (Bj, d(Bj)). The last equality holds, because d(^ Bi) € Then ip is 
positive, because £(T') > 0; it is also finite, because T' is compact; it is also locally 
constant off a measure zero set, and u is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Next we want to show P is an invariant measure for the endomorphism A of 
induced by A, that is, A = 7TsoAo7r-\ To show dPiA'hj) = dU{y), it suffices 
to show that 
Az=y 
by (3.15). First, since is a symmetry group of A, 
N N 
tKTTs—i(2/)ri4u(丑 i T + v o ) ] } = = 
z=l i—l 
Second, since x — Ax is one-to-one, then 
N N 









For any characteristic function xs of a ^-measurable subset S C M^/Z^, by the 
pointwise ergodic theorem, which can be found in Theorem 1.14 and its remark in 
W], we have 
i 亡 彻 一 如 ） ( a . e £). 
i=l 
Since P is invariant for A, then 
P{S) = j Xs(x)dV = j xs{A''x)diy for any i G N , 
hence 
HS)= J ^ l^Xs{A'x)di? = £ ( 5 ) j dP, 
by letting n — oo and using the absolute continuity of P with respect to Therefore 
tp{y) is constant /cq 6 Z+ U {0} almost everywhere with respect to £，then 
7V£(T) = £ { r ) = j (W= j ipd^ = ko. 
The proof is completed. • 
Remark 3.2.5. This theorem is similar to Theorem 1.4.3, by replacing T with T' 
when we define the measure F, because we just need the translations of T' to tile the 
space. The rational measure of T arises in its specific generation by finite rotations 
and reflections besides translations. 
Definition 3.2.6. We say that an IFS satisfy open set condition (OSC), if 
there is an non-empty open set V, such that 
OsiOOQV； = 0 for i ^ j . 
i=\ 
Why do we need to consider OSC? because OSC is a weaker condition than 
measure-disjoint property (1.6), we can use it to consider a larger kind of attractor 
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other than tile. It is well known that: if OSC is satisfied, then dimniT) = t, where 
t is obtained by 二 1, and n is the contraction ratio of similarities Si [F]. For 
the integral case,7n [X] Xu gave a sufficient condition for the OSC: under the same 
condition as Theorem 3.1.2, and A，八 G M“Z)， 
(i) If z^ = U A-\di + NIL�where q 二 | d e t ( � t h e n OSC holds for IFS 
= AiA-^x + diYi二 1. In fact, the attractor of IFS { S i } U is a tile, let V = T � , 
then OSC holds. 
(ii) IfZ^ D U 4 - 1 � a n d 々丄⑷+义芯沒）门 A 广 ⑷ = 0 for distinct 
i j , where q < |det(^)| 二 N, then OSC also holds for {Si{x) = AiA'^x + diYi=i. In 
fact, if { o i }^ , is a complete residue 
set of A, then 
A-\di + MT) = 4 -1 必 + � Zs = + KOI� 
where the second equality holds, because = H for any ki G 5, and di + 
AZ' = aj + mi or (a^  + M/)门⑷ + KE/) = 0 for distinct i j . Since A^^di + 
AZs) n 么-1 � + A Z � = 0 for distinct the attractor T of the IFS is also 
a tile, where Si{x) = A-\x + tii) for i = g + 1，...，iV. Let V = T。，then OSC holds 
for IFS by (i). Hence OSC also holds for IFS {Si}Uv 
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